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Abstract This study presents the first multidecadal and

coupled regional simulation of cyclonic activity in the

South Pacific. The long-term integration of state-of the art

models provides reliable statistics, missing in usual event

studies, of air–sea coupling processes controlling tropical

cyclone (TC) intensity. The coupling effect is analyzed

through comparison of the coupled model with a com-

panion forced experiment. Cyclogenesis patterns in the

coupled model are closer to observations with reduced

cyclogenesis in the Coral Sea. This provides novel evi-

dence of air–sea coupling impacting not only intensity but

also spatial cyclogenesis distribution. Storm-induced

cooling and consequent negative feedback is stronger for

regions of shallow mixed layers and thin or absent barrier

layers as in the Coral Sea. The statistical effect of oceanic

mesoscale eddies on TC intensity (crossing over them

20 % of the time) is also evidenced. Anticyclonic eddies

provide an insulating effect againststorm-induced upwell-

ing and mixing and appear to reduce sea surface temper-

ature (SST) cooling. Cyclonic eddies on the contrary tend

to promote strong cooling, particularly through storm-

induced upwelling. Air–sea coupling is shown to have a

significant role on the intensification process but the sen-

sitivity of TCs to SST cooling is nonlinear and generally

lower than predicted by thermodynamic theories: about 15

rather than over 30 hPa �C-1 and only for strong cooling.

The reason is that the cooling effect is not instantaneous

but accumulated over time within the TC inner-core. These

results thus contradict the classical evaporation-wind

feedback process as being essential to intensification and

rather emphasize the role of macro-scale dynamics.

Keywords Tropical cyclones � Air-sea coupling �
Modeling

1 Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are strongly coupled systems. They

intensify by extracting heat energy from the ocean (Emanuel

1986; Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Holland 1997) and, in

turn, provide oceanic momentum expressed as strong

upwelling and asymmetric mixing that result in sea surface

temperature (SST) cooling under the eye and eyewall (e.g.,

Price 1981; Shay et al. 1989; Jullien et al. 2012). The main

objective of this study is to improve our understanding of

coupling processes controlling TC intensity. The SST

feedback effect, i.e., the sensitivity of TC intensity to
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TC-induced cooling is generally investigated and discussed

from theoretical and case studies. Thermodynamic argu-

ments (Holland 1997; Schade 2000) suggest a large negative

SST feedback on storm intensity, reducing the cyclone’s

maximum potential intensity (MPI) by 21–45 hPa �C-1.

This sensitivity is much higher than that of storm intensity to

the ambient (large-scale) SST estimated from thermody-

namic theory (Emanuel 1988: 10 hPa �C-1) or observations

(e.g., Demaria and Kaplan 1994: 10–20 hPa �C-1). How-

ever, sensitivity to SST cooling is lower in modeled case

studies than theoretical predictions with values of about

10 hPa �C-1 or less (Bender et al. 1993; Bender and Ginis

2000). Table 1 provides a short summary ofthe SST feedback

effect from various studies.

Numerous factors may affect storm-induced SST cooling

and feedback. Slow translation speed and shallow ocean

mixed layer depth (MLD) appear to favor stronger SST

cooling and negative feedback (Sutyrin and Khain 1984;

Schade and Emanuel 1999). Schade and Emanuel (1999)

from a simple coupled model propose a range of 10–60 %

decrease of storm intensity depending on their motion

speed. Other subsurface oceanic features such as thermo-

cline stratification or fine scales associated with fronts and

eddies also have potential to affect storm intensity (Schade

and Emanuel 1999; Bao et al. 2000; Wu et al. 2007; Vincent

et al. 2012b). The deepened mixed layer of warm-core

eddies for example are known to promote TC intensification

(e.g., Chang and Anthes 1978; Sutyrin and Khain 1984; Bao

et al. 2000). However, these results are only based on iso-

lated events studies and no statistical description has yet

been proposed for ocean eddy effect on TC activity.

Independently from the cooling process, the feedback

effect invoked by thermodynamic theories may also be

overestimated. Paradigms for TC intensification based on

thermodynamic considerations generally assume that sur-

face moisture fluxes in the core region have a direct control

on the growth rate of storms by a linear instability mecha-

nism between evaporation and tangential wind speed (the

WISHE mechanism of (Emanuel 1986). Other paradigms

attempt to include more explicitly the role of intra-eyewall

dynamics (Schubert et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2007; Mont-

gomery et al. 2009; Wang and Wu 2004), and that of the TC

secondary circulation, i.e., radial advection driving humid-

ity convergence (Charney and Eliassen 1964; Ooyama

1969) and absolute angular momentum (Smith et al. 2009).

If radial convergence is an essential process of intensifica-

tion, then the local effect of SST feedback on air–sea fluxes

must be integrated in a macro-scale dynamical framework.

In addition to its effect on TC intensity, idealized model

experiments suggest that ocean coupling has some impact

on storm tracks and translation speed (Bender et al. 1993;

Bender and Ginis 2000), the latter owing to alteration of

the beta drift.

Comparative forecasts of TCs with operational uncou-

pled and equivalent coupled models show that coupling

substantially improves the forecast of TC intensity (Bender

and Ginis 2000; Sandery et al. 2010). Three-dimensional

oceanic features (MLD, eddies, stratification...) are of pri-

mary relevance in these experiments and suggest that the

use of simple mixed layer models is not adequate to assess

the effect of coupling. However, realistic coupled model

applications have been limited to either short-time storm

events or coarse resolution climate studies that only pro-

duce cyclone-like vortices (Scoccimarro et al. 2011). The

present study is based on a regional, mesoscale coupled

model of the South Pacific region [139.6�–200.0�E, 31.4�–

1.6�S] to provide a climatology of tropical cyclone–ocean

interactions in the present climate. Twenty years of simu-

lation (1979–1999) and about 160 tropical cyclones pro-

vide some statistical reliability that is generally missing in

event studies. This approach has already been used with

success to study the South Pacific climatology of tropical

cyclones (Jourdain et al. 2011) and its oceanic response

(Jullien et al. 2012) in non coupled modes (forced atmo-

sphere or forced ocean). Here, we pursue the same

approach, adding the coupling effect. First, the impact of

coupling on TC distributions is assessed by comparing

forced and coupled simulations. Then, the processes at play

in the control of TC intensity by the ocean are investigated.

2 Models and methods

2.1 Atmospheric model

In this study, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

model version 3.3.1 is used with the Advanced Research

Table 1 Negative SST feedback effect on TC central pressure from

various sources and models

References Data type DSST

(�C)

DP

(hPa)
DP=�C
(hPa �C-1)

Holland (1997) Static theory 33

Schade (2000) Dynamic theory 21–45

Bender et al.

(1993)

Idealized static

storm model

5.6 16.4 2.9

Bender et al.

(1993)

Idealized moving

storm (7.5 m s�1)

model

2.6–3 7.3 2.6

Bender and

Ginis (2000)

Model of realistic

events

3 10–40 3–13

This study 20-year Realistic

model

0–6 0–30 0–15

DSST is storm-induced SST cooling in �C and DP the difference of

TC central pressure between forced and coupled models in hPa. The

sensitivity of storm intensity to SST cooling is given in hPa �C-1
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WRF (ARW) dynamic solver (Skamarock and Klemp 2008).

ARW was specially designed with high-order numerical

schemes to enhance the model’s effective resolution of

mesoscale dynamics (Skamarock 2004). The configuration

and choice of parametrization is very similar to that of

Jourdain et al. (2011) and was selected to realistically rep-

resent the large-scale environment and related tropical

cyclone activity in the Southwest Pacific. Physical paramet-

rizations include the Betts–Miller–Janjic (BMJ) convective

scheme; the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary

layer (PBL) with Monin-Obukhov surface layer parameteri-

zation; the WRF single-moment three-class microphysics

scheme (WSM3); the Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme;

and the RapidRadiation Transfer Model (RRTM) for long-

wave radiation. The surface drag coefficient is given by the

classical Charnock relation. The model simulations use 31

terrain-following vertical levels with refinement in the PBL.

Horizontal refinement is provided through a two-way nesting

procedure. The coarser grid with 105 km resolution encom-

passes the Indo-Pacific region [89.8�–240.2�E, 41.2�S–

21.6�N] and the inner grid with 35 km resolution encom-

passes the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) region

[139.6�–200.0�E, 31.4�–1.6�S]. Boundary and surface forc-

ing for the coarser grid are from the 6-hourly National Cen-

ters for Environmental Prediction Reanalysis 2 (NCEP-2

reanalysis;Kanamitsu et al. 2002).

A detailed sensitivity study to model parameterizations

is presented in Jourdain et al. (2011). A similar investiga-

tion was repeated here (our WRF version was upgraded

from that used by Jourdain et al. 2011) but rather focusing

on air–sea interactions. The usual difficulty of coupled

models, even at regional scales is the added freedom of

SST and air–sea fluxes to drift away from the observed

state, indicating a loss of the initial surface heat bal-

ance.This loss can largely be attributed to inaccurate

physics parametrizations and our selection in this respect

proved satisfactory in preventing important drift.

The largest coupled model sensitivity is found on the

choice of shortwave radiation parametrization. Specifically,

we dismissed the Goddard radiative scheme implemented in

WRF that produced excessive surface heat flux resulting in

warmer surface temperatures than observed (over land and

ocean). In turn, the associated change in surface pressure

produced overly-strong winds converging from the north to

the SPCZ. Accurate wind observations provided by the

QuikSCAT scatterometer proved useful as a proxy for

assessing the surface heat flux consistency with dynamical

balance.

Surface drag is another key feature of air–sea interactions

as it represents the ocean–wave–atmosphere interface. If the

Charnock relation (Charnock 1955) is generally considered

valid for intermediate wind speed and mature waves, mea-

surements in extreme wind conditions suggest an increase of

the drag coefficient due to the presence of young seas (as

theorized by Janssen 1989) but at the same time some form of

saturation due to various possible wind-wave decoupling

mechanisms (Powell et al. 2003; Donelan 2004). In WRF, the

Donelan relation which causes drag saturation at high wind

speed was made available for hurricane studies but our sen-

sitivity experiments showed that it worsens the regional wind

and SST climatology (and TC climatology as well). This

appears to result from a drag reduction in the Donelan

compared with Charnock relation even at intermediate and

low wind speeds. Drag saturation (if confirmed) is only

expected for extreme winds, which are very rarely attained

with our 35-km grid resolution (maximum wind speed is

rarely up to 35 m s�1 in the model). We thus consider our

study in the range of validity of the Charnock relation.

The parameterization of convection is less directly rel-

evant to air–sea interactions but is crucial for both an

accurate representation of the SPCZ and the cyclogenesis

process; it was thoroughly tested by Jourdain et al. (2011)

who found the best behavior with BMJ (also the simplest

and cheapest option in WRF). With similar experiments,

we could confirm their result in the coupled model.1

WSM3 is a cheap and simple scheme for microphysics.

Rain and snow are combined into a single variable, as are

cloud water and ice. There is no representation of mixed

phase microphysical processes: freezing occurs instanta-

neously and completely at the first level where the tem-

perature is colder than 0 �C, and melting occurs similarly

one level below the freezing level. In a cloud resolving

application of WRF, Stern and Nolan (2011) show a rela-

tively weak sensitivity of microphysics schemes (including

WSM3 and more complicated ones) on TC intensification.

Microphysics in our mesoscale application is mostly

involved in the maturing phase of TCs associated with

strong grid-scale updrafts (precipitation is otherwise due to

subgrid-scale convection). The neglect of mixed phase

processes may affect the detailed process of diabatic

heating at this point but with no large consequences (Stern

and Nolan 2011).

Finally, we also confirmed the good agreement between

model and observations using the YSU closure scheme, a K

profile parameterization with non-local mixing that is

1 In BMJ, Janjić (1994) introduced a cloud efficiency parameter to

improve the original Betts-Miller scheme. This allows a modulation

of the precipitation response to a change of the environment by acting

on the timescale of convective adjustment (set between 1 and 2 h). A

lower cloud efficiency gives longer adjustment timescale and weaker

convective precipitation. Cloud efficiency has different values in

various WRF releases and is higher in the 3.3 than in the 2.2 release

used by Jourdain et al. (2011). We kept the default V3.3 parameters,

which generally provided more realistic precipitation patterns at the

price of somewhat excessive summer rainfall. This choice of

parameters generally improved the spatial distribution of

cyclogenesis.
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better suited to convective regimes than other local closure

models implemented in WRF (see also Hill and Lackmann

2009).

2.2 Ocean model

The ocean model used is the Regional Oceanic Modeling

System (ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005).

ROMS solves the primitive equations in an Earth-centered

rotating environment, based on the Boussinesq approxima-

tion and hydrostatic vertical momentum balance. In this

study, we use the ROMS-AGRIF version of the model that

has a compact package for implementation of realistic

configurations (Penven et al. 2006; Debreu et al. 2012). It is

a split-explicit, free-surface ocean model, discretized in

terrain-following coordinates with high-order numerical

methods for reduction of numerical dispersion and diffusion

errors. Associated with a 3rd-order time stepping, a 3rd-

order, upstream-biased advection scheme allows the gener-

ation of steep gradients, enhancing the model’s effective

resolution (Marchesiello et al. 2011). Because of implicit

diffusion in the advection scheme, explicit lateral viscosity

is unnecessary, except in sponge layers near the open

boundaries where it increases smoothly close to the lateral

open boundaries. For tracers, a 3rd-order upstream-biased

advection scheme is also implemented but the diffusion part

is rotated along isopycnal surfaces to avoid spurious dia-

pycnal mixing and loss of water masses (Marchesiello et al.

2009; Lemarié et al. 2012). A non-local, K-profile planetary

(KPP) boundary layer scheme (Large et al. 1994) parame-

terizes the unresolved physical vertical subgrid-scale pro-

cesses at the surface, bottom and interior of the ocean. If a

lateral boundary faces the open ocean, an active, implicit,

upstream biased, radiation condition connects the model

solution to the surroundings (Marchesiello et al. 2001). The

model was thus developed for regional applications and its

computational methods allow for realistic, long-term inte-

grations in a fine-mesh regional domain.

The oceanic configuration used in the coupled study is

very similar to that described in Jullien et al. (2012) with

few changes given in the following summary. The con-

figuration was processed with ROMSTOOLS (Penven et al.

2008), a collection of global data sets and a series of

Matlab programs collected in an integrated toolbox for

generating the grid, initial conditions, and open boundary

data. The vertical grid has 51 terrain-following levels with

2–5 m resolution in the first 50 m, 10–20 m resolution in

the thermocline and 50–250 m in the deep ocean. The

oceanic domain is the same as the inner atmospheric

domain [139.6�–200.0�E, 31.4�–1.62�S] with the exact

same grid and same 35 km horizontal resolution (no

interpolation is needed to transfer data between the ocean

and atmosphere). The interannual oceanic forcing is from

the ORCA025-G70S global ocean simulation at a quarter

degree resolution (Barnier et al. 2006) and applied at open

boundaries with the mixed active/passive conditions

described above. Initialization is also from ORCA025-

G70S; the simulation starts in January 1979 with a model

spin-up that ends well before the cyclonic season of

1979–1980 (the first considered in our analyzes).

2.3 Coupling procedure

Air–sea coupling is performed in the high-resolution SPCZ

domain, i.e., on the 35 km grid shared by both oceanic and

atmospheric models. The coupled simulation ran for

20 years over the present climate (1979–1999).

The oceanic and atmospheric models are coupled using

a global in time Schwarz method within a simple Fortran

coupler designed by Lemarié (2008). The coupling fre-

quency is 3 h, a multiple of the baroclinic time steps of the

atmospheric model (5 min) and oceanic model (30 min).

The coupling algorithm consists in three steps:

1. Advancing the atmospheric solution on a 3-h time

window, using the ocean model SST of the last time

window (or the initial SST field at initialization)

2. Averaging surface momentum, heat and fresh water

fluxes from the atmospheric model over the 3-h time

window

3. Advancing the ocean model for the same 3-h time

window using surface fluxes computed at step 2.

This algorithm does not strictly ensure consistency of

surface fluxes in the oceanic and atmospheric models

because the oceanic model forcing is a function of SST

computed on the previous time window. The original

iterative procedure of the Schwarz method was designed to

correct this problem and thereby suppress a form of cou-

pling instability (Lemarié 2008). This would be particularly

useful for climate studies using low frequency coupling but

has an extra computational cost. Here, the relatively high

coupling frequency of 3 h appears to avoid the instability

problem even without correction and the results are weakly

sensitive to the converging procedure. At this frequency,

the diurnal cycle and storm displacement are also properly

resolved. On the other hand, very high coupling frequency

should be avoided as bulk flux formulations are uncertain

at time-scales of less than an hour (Large 2006). For this

reason also, the use of time-averaged fluxes is preferable to

instantaneous fluxes.

Note that the ocean model computes a bulk rather than

skin SST that requires very fine surface resolution. The

skin SST has a larger diurnal variability (particularly in the

Pacific warm pool area) that directly impact air–sea fluxes.

For more realism in the estimation of these fluxes in WRF,

a sea surface skin temperature is computed from the

2834 S. Jullien et al.
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scheme of Zeng and Beljaars (2005). It consists of prog-

nostic, one-dimensional heat transfer equations for the

molecular sublayer (cool skin) and diurnal layer (warm

skin) of the ocean. It provides the difference of temperature

between the skin temperature at the top of the cool skin and

the bulk temperature (given by the model SST) at the

bottom of the warm layer. The ocean model bulk SST is

here taken at 10 m depth for consistency with the scheme

of Zeng and Beljaars (2005). Our simulations show real-

istic 0.5–2 �C diurnal variations of skin SST and a mean

difference between bulk and skin SST of about 0.25 �C.

The skin SST is colder in average due to heat loss in the

cool skin by long-wave radiation. As expected, a sensitivity

test using bulk rather than skin SST for the computation of

surface fluxes (not shown) revealed that the use of skin

SST slightly reduces the surface heat and moisture fluxes to

the atmosphere. However, the regional climate and cyclo-

nic activity did not appear greatly affected by this choice.

2.4 Forced simulation setup

A twin uncoupled atmospheric simulation (hereafter called

forced simulation) is performed in order to analyze the

impact of coupling on tropical cyclones. The forced sim-

ulation is computed using exactly the same WRF config-

uration and SST fields from the coupled simulation, but the

latter are reprocessed to remove TC-induced cold wakes.

Cold wake removal is done by a 90 day low-pass FFT filter

applied at each location of TC occurrence over a 3 degree

radius disk and from 1 day before occurrence (cyclones by

their large size have an effect ahead of their core) to 20

days after. Then, the high-frequency ambient SST (which

is filtered in the same time as the storm-induced cooling) is

injected back in the cyclone track by interpolating fields

from the sides of the TC track. As a result, the forced

simulation has no ocean feedback from TC occurrence but

keeps all other oceanic impact. An example of cold wake

filtering is presented in Fig. 1.

It is important to note that even the small SST pertur-

bations produced by the filtering method are enough to

change the course of chaotic events in the present climate.

Tropical cyclones in the forced simulation are independent

events from the coupled cyclones. Their genesis time and

trajectories are different and, therefore, rarely cross the

filtered SST locations. Therefore, they are weakly affected

by the choice of filtering methods. The downside is that the

two simulations are only comparable at a statistical level,

not for particular events.

2.5 Tracking methodology

The tracking method used in this work was developed by

Chauvin et al. (2006) and used in Jourdain et al. (2011)

with few modifications. Several criteria are used to dis-

tinguish tropical cyclones from various tropical distur-

bances or intense mid-latitude systems at each time step:

• Mean sea level pressure is a local minimum

• 850 hPa vorticity [VOR

• Maximum 850 hPa wind speed [WT

• Mean 700–300 hPa temperature anomaly [TT

• 300 hPa temperature anomaly [850 hPa temperature

anomaly

• 850 hPa tangential wind [300 hPa tangential wind

where VOR, WT and TT are threshold parameters. Anomalies

are defined as the difference between the system and its

environment (defined using the radius of maximum radial

pressure gradient; see Chauvin et al. 2006). The tracks are then

constructed by an iterative process that links the points where

the criteria are satisfied. As a final step, all criteria except

‘‘850 hPa vorticity[VOR’’ are relaxed so that the tracks are

completed both backward and forward. This relaxation

method prevents a cyclonic system whose intensity decreases

and then increases again from being counted twice.

The WT threshold can be objectively determined fol-

lowing Walsh et al. (2007). An empirical choice of the two

other thresholds was made by testing different values of the

criteria and verifying that the detected systems were actual

 150oE  160oE  170oE  180oW  170oW

  25oS

  20oS

  15oS

  10oS

   5oS
SST

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

 150oE  160oE  170oE  180oW  170oW

  25oS

  20oS

  15oS

  10oS

   5oS
filtered SST

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

a

b

Fig. 1 Example of a TC cold wake event and its filtering procedure: a
SST field from the coupled model (�C), b filtered SST field used in

the forced model
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tropical cyclones. The thresholds retained for this study

are:

VOR ¼ 20:10�5 s�1; WT ¼ 17 m s�1 and TT ¼ 1 K:

Since VOR and TT thresholds are empirical, the sensi-

tivity of the tracking method to their choice was investi-

gated as in Jourdain et al. (2011). A positive TT criteria is

important to detect warm core vortices, whereas excessive

values fail to detect all tropical cyclones. The vorticity

threshold has a significant role in filtering weaker meso-

scale vortices.

2.6 Compositing methodology

As mentioned above, the direct comparison of particular

events between forced and coupled simulations is impos-

sible due to the chaotic nature of the simulations. However,

we can construct composite cyclones in various ways in

order to compare statistical quantities along cyclone tracks.

The composite methodology of Jullien et al. (2012) was

used again for its robustness. Three types of composites are

presented here: an Eulerian composite, a cross-track

composite and an along-track Lagrangian composite. As a

first step, TC characteristics are extracted along the tracks

of all simulated events.

Specifically, on each TC location where wind speed

reaches at least 17 m s�1, a cross track section is extracted

by interpolation of all fields on a finer cross-track grid (10-

km resolution). To avoid ‘‘smearing’’ the strong eyewall

features during the compositing of all TCs, the interpolated

fields are re-centered on the minimum wind location and

normalized by their radius of maximum winds. After nor-

malization, the composited TC track is rescaled by the

mean radius of maximum winds. This procedure is efficient

in constructing a smooth but realistic composite of tropical

cyclones.

The Eulerian composite is built by looking at cross-track

sections around the time of TC occurrence: from 10 days

before to 30 days after passage. Eulerian composite anal-

yses are thus presented as a function of time around

occurrence, which we call ‘lag’. It represents an Eulerian

view: at any given location, the storm is shown to

approach, pass through and get away.

Finally, an along-track Lagrangian composite is built by

averaging TC variables over a 400-km cross track distance

around the track center at the TC passage time. Each TC is

then normalized by its duration and the final composite is

rescaled by the mean duration. It creates an along-track

composite that represents a Lagrangian view of a com-

posited TC life cycle (intensification, mature phase and

decay).

3 Environmental conditions

3.1 The ocean-atmosphere interface

Climatological 1979–1999 summer SST computed from

the coupled simulation (Fig. 2a, b) is presented here as an

end product of surface oceanic conditions. The model

SST is in good agreement with southwest Pacific obser-

vations and shows no drift over the 20-year simulation

(not shown). This suggests a consistent representation of

air–sea exchanges that validates our choice of physical

parametrization, particularly the shortwave radiation

scheme and turbulent exchange parameters. The net heat

flux seasonal cycle (Fig. 3b) is similar to observations,

albeit with lower values, but the accuracy of heat flux

observation is much lower than that of SST as illustrated

by large discrepancies among observational products. A

generally better accuracy is attributed to QuikSCAT sur-

face scatterometer wind data (Figs. 2c, d, 3a), validat-

ingthe model representation of SPCZ circulation. We see

the trade wind confluence in the east and convergence of

trade winds and Australian monsoon winds in the west

(monsoon winds are slightly overestimated). The correct

representation of surface dynamics is an indirect valida-

tion of its surface thermodynamic forcing. In addition, the

coupled model shows no drift or instability associated

with the added degree of freedom.

In the SST map of Fig. 2a, b, we identify two important

subregions: the Coral Sea [145�–170�E, 5–18�S] and the

warm pool region [170�–200�E, 5–15�S]. The latter is a

warm SST region with relatively deep oceanic mixed layer

(Fig. 4a, b shows the model MLD, which favorably com-

pares with estimations by de Boyer Montegut et al. 2004).

The Coral Sea is slightly cooler and features shallower

mixed layer. Section 7 will unveil a strong regional mod-

ulation of coupling strength pertaining to the dependence

of SST on thermocline structure under mixing and

upwelling conditions.

3.2 SPCZ and cyclogenesis index

The environmental conditions of cyclogenesis are

essentially related to convective potential, wind shear,

mid-tropospheric humidity, and vorticity (Gray 1975).

The localization of maximum convective potential is

given by the SPCZ position (Fig. 5a, b dashed and solid

lines). It is computed as the meridional maximum pre-

cipitation in both observations (Tropical Rainfall Mea-

suring Mission 3B-42 gridded product; Adler et al. 2000)

and the coupled simulation. Model and observations are

in very good agreement showing the same classical east-

west tilt of maximum precipitation that is reminiscent of

2836 S. Jullien et al.
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surface wind convergence patterns (Fig. 2c, d). This

result is not trivial as evidenced by the failure of climate

models (Walsh et al. 2004; Jourdain et al. 2011; Brown

et al. 2013).

Next, the combined effect of all atmospheric conditions

favorable to cyclogenesis is represented by the Convective

Yearly Genesis Potential Index (CYGP; Royer et al. 1998)

computed as follows:

CYGP ¼ jf jInIS
|fflffl{zfflffl}

dynamic

kðPC � P0Þ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

thermal

ð1Þ

where f is the Coriolis parameter in 10�5s�1; In ¼ nr
f
jf j þ 5

with nr the relative vorticity at 925 hPa in 10�6s�1; IS ¼
ðj dV

dP
j þ 3Þ�1

with dV
dP

the vertical shear of the horizontal

wind between 925 and 200 hPa in m s�1=755 hPa, k is an
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ogy [red line; Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set

(COADS;Slutz et al. 1985; da Silva et al. 1994)]
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arbitrary constant adjusted to produce the right number of

cyclones, PC is the convective precipitation in mm day�1

and P0 is a threshold below which the convective potential

is set to zero to avoid spurious cyclogenesis off the tropics.

We chose to use this cyclogenesis index (with P0 ¼ 3) in

agreement with Menkes et al. (2012) for its good
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Fig. 4 Mean austral summer (January–March). a, b Mixed layer

depth (MLD, m), c, d barrier layer thickness (BLT, m) from the

1979–1999 coupled model (a, c) and observed climatology from

de Boyer Montegut et al. (2004) (b–d): b MLD with fixed criterion in

density of 0.03 kg m�3 difference from surface (http://www.ifremer.

fr/cerweb/deboyer/mld); and d BLT computed as thickness of the

layer between the MLD and the depth of the isotherm SST-0.2 �C
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performances in the South Pacific. CYGP (Fig. 5a, b)

shows favorable conditions of cyclogenesis slightly south

of the SPCZ position, i.e. near the maximum of vorticity.

The region of highest potential cyclogenesis given by

CYGP is the Coral Sea [145�–170�E, 5�–18�S] as in

observations (see Vincent et al. 2011).

4 TC structure

The composited TC structure of the coupled model is

presented in Fig. 6 as a function of cross track distance

from the cyclone eye (the right-hand side of the plot rep-

resents the left-hand side of the storm which is strongest in

the southern hemisphere; we choose this convention for

easier comparison with studies of the northern hemisphere)

and pressure vertical levels. This analysis emphasizes the

persistent properties of simulated cyclones and filters the

anomalies of isolated events. It can thus be thought of as an

archetypal phenomenon. In Fig. 6, we selected TCs with

wind speed higher than 27 m s�1 to emphasize the char-

acteristics of TC structure. The composite computed from

all weak (17–27 m s�1) and strong ([27 m s�1) events is

similar but with less amplitude and asymmetry.

The composited TC presents all features of observed

cyclones (e.g., Gentry and Lackmann 2010; Stern and Nolan

2011; Jourdain et al. 2011, for a selection of observations for

model validation). The warm core temperature (Fig. 6a) has

the classical V-shape structure, with 6 K maximum anomaly

(over 10 K for some individual events) located in the upper

troposphere (200–400 hPa) and a ridge through the outflow

layer. There is also a second midlevel maximum around

600 hPa. The warming of the core of tropical cyclones is one

of its most emblematic attribute. It is supposedly due to a

combination of diabatic heating in the eyewall updraft and

dry adiabatic descent within the eye (a forced response to the

eyewall heating in the Sawyer-Eliassen secondary circula-

tion). However, the inner core temperature profiles, including

the magnitude of upper- and mid-level maxima, are still

debated (Stern and Nolan 2011).

Relative humidity anomaly in the TC core relative to

ambient humidity (Fig. 6b) shows a 40–45 % increase in

mid-troposphere (400–700 hPa) with larger values on the

strong side. Vertical velocities (Fig. 6c) present tilted and

asymmetric updrafts along the eyewall with values of up to

0.4 m s�1 in the composite, although they can reach more

than 1.5 m s�1 in individual TCs.2 The eye structure is well

represented by a minimum of vertical velocity and even

some subsidence appearing in the composite between 400

and 600 hPa (there is smoothing in the composite as

individual events show subsidence variably extending to

the top but the mid-level maximum seems the most robust

feature).

Radial and tangential velocities present a very strong

asymmetry (Fig. 6d, e). The main radial inflow is in the

surface Ekman layer, it converts into eyewall updraft

(maximum above the boundary layer) and the main out-

flow is at 150 hPa. Surface inflow is forced by tangential

winds that are maximum in the eyewall in the upper

boundary layer (suggesting supergradient winds in the

inner-core; Smith and Montgomery 2010) and decreases

with height, consistent with gradient wind balance in a

warm core system (note the anticyclonic flow aloft at

larger radii). The radius of maximum winds is about 100

km, which is larger than the mean observed value of 50

km but expected from a mesoscale resolution model

(Gentry and Lackmann 2010). The cyclone’s secondary

circulation is thus composed of a frictionally forced cir-

culation added to the forced response to eyewall con-

vection. The absolute angular momentum (Fig. 6f;

M ¼ rvþ 1
2

fr2, with r; v and f the radial distance, tan-

gential velocity and Coriolis frequency), as described in

Smith et al. (2009), emphasizes the dynamical role of

radial convergence in amplifying tangential winds above

the boundary layer in the outer-core. The removal of M

by friction counteracts its strong radial influx in the

boundary layer but the patterns of M and v towards the

inner-core suggest some boundary layer spin-up there as

well (strong vorticity in the inner-core effectively

increases the Coriolis parameter; see Smith et al. 2009).

Figure 7 presents cross-track profiles of surface prop-

erties for weak (17–27 m s�1) and strong (27–37 m s�1)

TC categories. The 10-m wind speed profile features a

clear cyclone eye with strong wind drop off in the center

and asymmetric eye wall. Stronger winds appear on the

storm’s left-hand side because of the addition of TC

translation speed on the left-hand side and subtraction on

the right-hand side. Note that the decay of tangential winds

away from the center is relatively mild. A leftward SST

cooling asymmetry (Fig. 7b) results from this TC wind

pattern but also from wind-current resonance at near-iner-

tial periods (Shay et al. 1989; Jullien et al. 2012; Vincent

et al. 2012a). SST cooling by the strong composited TC is

almost twice as much as that of the weak TC, i.e., 1.9 �C at

the maximum. This value for individual events can reach

6 �C but maximum cooling generally lags maximum wind

forcing and thus occurs in the cyclone wake, i.e., outside

the inner-core region. This remark is important for feed-

back effects that will be analyzed later in this paper.

2 The sloping of the eyewall results from the action of centrifugal

forces on ascending air parcels as pressure gradient decreases. The

slope is tightly related to the warm core and tangential wind structure

and thereby dependent on grid resolution, steeper for coarser models

(e.g., Gentry and Lackmann 2010).
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Fig. 6 Cross track sections of the coupled model composited TC,

based on all events with wind speed [27 m s�1. a Warm core

anomaly (�C); b relative humidity anomaly (%); c vertical velocity

(m s�1); d radial velocity (m s�1); e tangential velocity (m s�1); and f

absolute angular momentum per unit mass (m2 s�1). The coordinates

are the cross track distance (in km) and vertical pressure levels

(in hPa). Ambient values of temperature and humidity (needed to

construct anomalies) are pre-storm time-mean values between days

�10 and �2. The vertical dashed lines represent the averaged radius

of maximum winds; the vertical solid line shows the TC center; the

solid bold lines in velocity plots represent zero values
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5 Coupling effect on cyclonic activity

5.1 Cyclogenesis geography

The spatial distribution of cyclogenesis in the coupled

and forced simulations and in observational data for the

20-year period 1979–1999 is represented by probability

density functions (PDFs; Fig. 5c, d), as in Jourdain et al.

(2011). The observations are given by extracting the

simulation domain [139.6�–200.0�E, 31.4�–1.6�S] and

period (1979–1999) from the new South Pacific

Enhanced Archive for Tropical Cyclones (SPEArTC)

dataset from Diamond et al. (2012). SPEArTC was built

using data from the International Best Tracks for Climate

Stewardship (IBTrACS) project information, historical

data from numerous islands and a strict quality control of

each track.

The coupled model cyclogenesis distribution appears in

very good agreement with observations and outperforms

the forced model showing excessive cyclogenesis in the

Coral Sea and in southeastern SPCZ region. The average

number of cyclogenesis per year (Table 2) is also slightly

overestimated in the forced model with 8.7 TCs/year

compared with the observed 7.4 TCs/year that is closer to

the coupled model result of 7.9 TCs/year. To better quan-

tify the PDF differences, we partitioned the cyclogenesis

distribution between western and eastern SPCZ regions,

i.e., the Coral Sea and warmpool genesis areas, using the

170�E meridian as a separation line. Table 2 confirms the

realistic east-west genesis distribution of the coupled

model with 4.8 TCs/year in the Coral Sea and 3.1 TCs/year

in the warmpool, very close to the observed 4.5 and 2.9

TCs/year respectively. The forced model produces about

one more TC in the Coral Sea. This statistically significant

difference (significant at 62 %) cannot be related to the

large-scale atmospheric conditions as the CYGP distribu-

tion (Fig. 5a, b) is very similar in both simulations. It thus

has to do with ocean-storm coupling whose mechanisms

will be explored in Sect. 6.

5.2 Intensity distribution

The storm intensity distribution presented in Fig. 8 is the

number of cyclone days per year as a function of central

pressure. It shows that the coupled model succeeds in rep-

resenting the intensity of intermediate-strength cyclones

and poorly performs for the most intense ones. This is

understandable considering the 35-km model resolution that

smooths out the sharp eyewall structure of tangential winds;

it also underestimates the strongest eyewall updrafts and

compensating subsidence within the eye which contributes

to the warming of the core region and hydrostatic reduction

of central pressure (Gentry and Lackmann 2010). Extreme

events in terms of intensity are thus missing in our simu-

lations but they are rare and not statistically relevant to the

impact of TCs on the ocean (Jullien et al. 2012) and feed-

back. On the other hand, the model overestimation of the

lowest TC category of 1,000–1,010 hPa (Fig. 8) can be

attributed to a shift in the intensity distribution of simulated

cyclones as a consequence of coarse model resolution. More

importantly for our coupling study, only the intensity dis-

tribution of the forced model overestimates the intermediate

TC category of 970–990 hPa. This result can only be

explained by the absence of negative SST feedback.

Interestingly, stronger TCs are more affected by the

coupling process (Table 3). Towards the spectrum tail, TCs

of category 4 are present in the forced model but absent in
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the coupled model. On the contrary, weaker cyclones are

only weakly affected by coupling. For quantitative ana-

lysis, the classification based on 2 categories of cyclones is

justified: a moderate category with wind speed between 17

and 27 m s�1 that features moderate coupling effects; and

a category of strong TCs with winds over 27 m s�1 that

shows the largest effect.

6 Coupling effect on air–sea fluxes

6.1 SST cooling

The composited effect of TC occurrence on SST and

air–sea fluxes is examined as a function of time relative

to TC passage (lag) where a zero lag represents the

occurrence time. As described in Sect. 2.6, this Eulerian

composite is a 400-km cross-track average at each TC

location. A comparable composite is constructed for

microwave SST observations from the Tropical Rainfall

Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI)

and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for

Earth Observing System (AMSR-E; http://www.ssmi.

com/sst). Microwave SSTs are taken from 1998 to 2007

along the observed cyclone tracks. Cooling is defined as

the difference between local SST and and pre-storm

(ambient) SST. Ambient SST is computed as the

averaged value between days �10 and �2 as in Jullien

et al. (2012). For both model and observations, the

seasonal SST cycle is removed by subtracting the daily

climatology.

The mean Eulerian representation of TC-induced cool-

ing is shown in Fig. 9 for the coupled model and TMI-

AMSR-E observations. The coupled model shows a real-

istic depiction of cooling intensity and timing. The maxi-

mum SST cooling occurs 2 days after passage of the storm

center because of the time needed by upwelling and near-

inertial mixing to impact surface temperatures (Jullien

et al. 2012).

6.2 Specific humidity

The evolution of 2-m specific humidity (Fig. 9b, black

curves) shows little differences between coupled and forced

simulations with, in both cases, an increase of humidity

during cyclone occurrence. The storm impact is noted from

days �5 to þ5 because of its very large spatial extent. The

difference between the two runs can be attributed to a small

difference in large-scale conditions and in storm intensity

associated with a few stronger (Fig. 9b, red curves) and

moister TCs in the forced simulation.

Sea level specific humidity (Fig. 9b, blue curves), on the

other hand, is significantly different between the two

simulations because it is tightly related to SST. In the

forced run, there is no cooling feedback and sea-level

humidity only slightly increases during cyclone occurrence

because of the warm core low pressure anomaly. The

reduction of surface pressure is one known process that

affects surface fluxes by increasing the saturation mixing

ratio (e.g., Schade 2000). In the coupled simulation how-

ever, humidity changes are opposite and much larger than
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Table 2 TC statistics from SPEArTC observations and from the

forced and coupled models: annual mean and standard deviation of

the number of cyclogenesis events; west/east distribution (i.e., Coral

Sea/Warm Pool) of the annual mean; and mean TC life time of weak

(17–27 m s�1) and strong (27–37 m s�1) cyclone categories

Observations

SPEArTC

Forced

model

Coupled

model

Number of TCs/year 7.4 � 3.0 8.7 � 3.1 7.9 � 2.4

West/East distribution 4.5/2.9 5.7/2.9 4.8/3.1

Weak TC life time (days) 6.6 5.6 5.7

Strong TC life time (days) 8.2 8.8 7.8

Table 3 Percentage of the difference in TC days between forced and

coupled models in various storm categories

TC pressure category (hPa) Coupling effect on TC events (%)

1,000–1,010 -25

990–1,000 -24

980–990 18

970–980 36

960–970 67

950–960 90

940–950 100
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those created by pressure changes. Sea level specific

humidity follows the evolution of surface cooling with a

maximum decrease 2 days after TC passage. This leads to a

reduction of air–sea moisture difference, i.e., the thermo-

dynamic disequilibrium at the sea surface that weakens the

latent heat flux.

6.3 Air–sea fluxes

The evolution of air–sea fluxes as the cyclone passes are

presented in Fig. 9c. Short-wave radiation to the ocean

decreases during TC occurrence because of TC clouds that

limit the penetration of downward solar fluxes in the tro-

posphere. On the contrary, downward long-wave radiation

increases because of TC clouds, but at a lower rate. Sen-

sible and latent heat fluxes from the ocean to the atmo-

sphere both increase when storm winds extract heat and

moisture from the ocean, the latent heat flux being largely

dominant. The difference between forced and coupled

simulations is also most important for the latent heat flux

(Fig. 9c, d). There is a milder effect on the sensible and

upward long-wave radiation. The latter is directly affected

by SST cooling and thus follows the same evolution pattern

with a maximum decrease of 5 W m�2 2 days after TC

passage. The decrease in sensible heat flux of 10 W m�2

can be attributed to both SST cooling and a decrease in

wind intensity in the coupled simulation. More impor-

tantly, the latent heat flux is 70 W m�2 lower in the TCs of

the coupled simulation following cyclone occurrence. This

can be attributed to some extent to the presence of weaker

cyclones in the coupled run but the time evolution of

changes with a peak 2 days after TC passage rather sug-

gests a major effect of SST cooling through its control of

sea-level specific humidity. The mean effect of ocean-

hurricane coupling is thus an SST cooling of 0.6 �C
(Fig. 9a) that leads to a latent heat flux reduction of
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Fig. 9 Cyclone wake composites as a function of time from TC

occurrence (lag in days). a SST cooling (�C, bold lines) and its

standard deviation (thin lines) for the coupled model (solid lines) and

TMI-AMSRe observations (dashed lines); b 10-m wind speed (m s�1,

red lines) and specific humidity (g kg�1) at 2 m (black lines) and at

sea level (blue lines) in the coupled model (solid lines) and forced

model (dashed lines); c surface heat fluxes in the coupled model

(solid lines) and forced model (dashed lines); and d the surface flux

difference between forced and coupled models. Latent heat flux is in

purple, sensible heat flux in blue, shortwave radiation in green,

longwave downward radiation in black and longwave upward

radiation in red
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70 W m�2 and a lesser reduction in sensible heat flux of

10 W m�2.

7 The role of ocean dynamics

7.1 Geography of storm-induced cooling

Ambient SST and TC-induced SST cooling are both related

to the ocean stratification, which is structured by ocean

dynamics. At the regional scale, stratification in the Coral

Sea is strongly affected by negative winter heat fluxes and

downwelling associated with the gyre-scale anticyclonic

circulation (Marchesiello et al. 2010). The winter mixed

layer is deep and relatively cold, contrasting with the warm

pool region characterized by a thick layer of warm water

piled up by equatorial currents. Summer stratification in the

Coral Sea then produces a shallow layer of warm water

above the cool water generated in winter. The potential for

storm-induced SST cooling is thus particularly high in the

Coral Sea and low in the warm pool.

This is confirmed by our experiments. A map repre-

senting the combined SST cooling of all TCs over the

20 years of coupled simulation is presented in Fig. 10. It is

computed by mapping all SST cooling events along TC

tracks and taking the average value of 2 events if there

tracks happen to cross each other. This map provides a

distribution of TC-induced cooling in the southwest Pacific

that confirms strong cooling in the Coral Sea where the

oceanic mixed layer is relatively shallow (Fig. 4a, b). On

the contrary, very weak cooling appears in the warm pool.

7.2 Storm sensitivity to SST

To isolate the SST feedback effect in the relation between

central pressure and SST, we now present (Fig. 11a) the

TC intensity difference between forced and coupled runs as

a function of ambient SST and SST cooling.3 Here, SST

cooling is not defined as the maximum found in the TC

area but as the mean inner-core value (averaged over

400 km cross track), which should be more relevant to the

feedback effect. Large negative values of pressure differ-

ence (red color in Fig. 11a) indicates strong coupling effect

(SST feedback). A maximum reduction of 15 hPa in cen-

tral pressure occurs for SST cooling of 2 �C and ambient

SST of more than 28 �C. Figure 11a shows that storm

intensity is affected by both SST effects but is more sen-

sitive to TC-induced cooling than to ambient SST. Inter-

estingly, the maximum possible SST cooling calculated by

Schade 2000, cooling that results in the cancellation of

radial gradient of moist entropy in the boundary layer, is

also present in our modeling results and increases with the

ambient SST as predicted (see the white area of Fig. 11a

where TCs would be suppressed by excess cooling).

An indication of coupling sensitivity to SST cooling

alone can be obtained by averaging the previous functions

for all ambient SST categories (Fig. 11b). It shows that the

feedback effect on storm intensity is highly nonlinear. It is

weak for coolings below 1–1.5 �C but then increases

steadily at a rate of about 15 hPa �C-1. Even for strong

cooling, the intensity feedback is less than half the theo-

retical range given by Holland (1997) and Schade (2000)

but closer to that of idealized and test case experiments

(Table 1).

7.3 Mixed layer depth

Instead of SST cooling, Wu et al. (2007) have used the

ambient MLD as a parameter of oceanic feedback. It pro-

vides a more easily measurable quantity for prediction of

storm intensity. In our realistic experimental setting, the

variability of storm intensity for any given MLD value (due

to the variability of atmospheric conditions or intrinsic

processes) renders the comparison between forced and

coupled models quite sensitive. Akin to a binning method,

we selected comparable TCs by entering SST cooling as a

binning parameter. The SST cooling bins can assemble

events of comparable intensities (reducing the risk that

coupled and forced TCs are incomparable in the parameter

space). Then, averaging all SST cooling categories for each

MLD bin provides a sensitivity value to ambient MLD

alone (Fig. 11c).

This estimation has again a nonlinear behavior: it is low

for deep MLD but for shallower MLD it reaches 5 hPa
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Fig. 10 Composite map of storm-induced SST cooling (�C). In the

construction of this map, if two TC tracks overlap, the coolings are

averaged

3 To generate the SST cooling associated with TCs of the forced

atmospheric simulation, we ran the ocean model alone driven by

surface fluxes from the forced atmospheric model. This forced

oceanic simulation (without SST feedback to the atmosphere) gives

the oceanic response to the forced atmospheric model, which can be

compared to the fully coupled model response.
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increase of TC central pressure for every 10 m increase of

MLD (compare with a constant value of 4.7 hPa/10 m

given by the simple model of Wu et al. 2007). There are

uncertainties associated with the methodology but our

results are consistent with the expectation that entrainment

of cold subsurface water should be weakly sensitive to

deep mixed layers (at least for depths deeper than the

mixing length due to extreme winds). The analysis is also

consistent with our previous observation that variations of

MLD between the Coral Sea and warm pool regions are

correlated with the differences in SST cooling and negative

feedback effects.

7.4 Barrier layers

Balaguru et al. (2012) and Neetu et al. (2012) recently

suggested that the salinity barrier layer of tropical oceans

may be another key player in the SST cooling process that

impacts storm intensity. A barrier layer between the oce-

anic mixed layer and the underlying thermocline occurs

when enough fresh water pours into the ocean from strong

tropical precipitation (subduction of salty water from

eastern equatorial regions is another contributor).

Depending on its thickness, it can insulate the surface from

subsurface colder waters. The model and observed summer

climatological distribution of barrier layer thickness (BLT)

are presented in Fig. 4c, d. It shows that a barrier layer is

only present in the SPCZ and warm pool regions but large

thickness values are characteristic of the warm pool. The

fact that thick barrier layers tend to be also located in areas

of deep mixed layers could weaken arguments based on the

correlation between storm intensity and BLT. To test the

robustness of our results, we sub-sampled the modeled TC

tracks following various criteria: ambient SST (as in Bal-

aguru et al. 2012) above 28 �C; shallow MLD; or, con-

trariwise, deep MLD. In all cases, the coupling sensitivity

to BLT is similar to that presented in Fig. 11d. Figure 11d

indicates that a critical thickness exists (around 25 m)

beyond which storm-induced cooling and feedback are

prevented. Below 25 m thickness, storm intensity is sen-

sitive to BLT at a rate of about 5 hPa increase of TC

central pressure for every 10 m increase of BLT.
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7.5 Ocean eddies

The effect of mesoscale eddies in the feedback mechanism

of storm intensity has been mostly studied in the Gulf of

Mexico (e.g., Bao et al. 2000) or in the North Pacific (Wu

et al. 2007; Zheng et al. 2010) where loop currents fre-

quently release large eddies, sometimes along cyclone

tracks. As yet, no reported attempt has been made to pro-

vide global statistical estimations of ocean eddies effect on

storm intensity. Our experimental design allows us to

provide basin-scale estimates.

We tracked all ocean mesoscale eddies of the computa-

tional domain using the tracker methodology described in

Chaigneau et al. (2008, 2009) and constructed composite

plots of coupling effect on TCs crossing cyclonic or anti-

cyclonic eddies. The cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddy detection

algorithm consists in locating eddy centers associated with

local minima (maxima) of sea level anomaly (SLA) in a

moving window of 6 � 6 grid points. Then, for each possible

eddy center, the algorithm searches for the outermost closed

SLA contour, which corresponds to the eddy edge. For each

identified eddy, the apparent eddy radius corresponds to that

of an equivalent circular vortex of the same area.

Mesoscale eddies in the southwest Pacific are associated

with zonal jets driven by particularly numerous islands and

ridges of this part of the world (Couvelard et al. 2008). The

eddy field can be separated in two large families located to

the north and south of New Caledonia (Fig. 12). In the

North, eddies are mostly confined to the Coral Sea and are

generated by barotropic instability of the North Caledonia

and Vanuatu jets. In subtropical latitudes between 20�–

30 �S, there is a zonal band of numerous strong eddies

associated with baroclinic instability of the South Pacific

Subtropical Countercurrent Qiu et al. (2008). A number of

eddy generation are also associated with western boundary

currents (East Australian and North Queensland currents)

closer to Australia. On the contrary, the warm pool region

is a desert in terms of mesoscale eddies.

Figure 13 presents a cross-track composite (Sect. 2.6) of

SST cooling and associated central pressure difference

between forced and coupled runs for TCs positioned over

pre-existing cyclonic or anticyclonic ocean eddies. The

same analysis is given for TCs positioned over a neutral

area (no underlying eddies, which represents the most

frequent condition: 80 % of the time) and for all TCs

combined. TCs cross over cyclonic eddies more frequently

(11 % of the time) than anticyclonic eddies (9 % of the

time) because there are simply more cyclonic eddies.

Anticyclonic eddies are characterized by a deepened mixed

layer and clearly appear to limit SST cooling compared to

the general case by providing an insulating effect against

storm-induced upwelling and mixing. Cyclonic eddies on
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the other hand are characterized by shallower mixed layer

and tend to promote particularly strong cooling.

An interesting feature is that cooling over cyclonic

eddies is less asymmetric, due to a larger part played by

upwelling compared to mixing, as indicated by the surface

heat budget analysis presented in Table 4 (see Jullien et al.

2012 for the exact definition of all terms). TC-induced

upwelling is a deep process that occurs under the cyclone

eye and produces vertical advection towards the mixed

layer base (Jullien et al. 2012). TC-induced mixing is a

relay process of upwelling as it brings subsurface water up

to the surface, but it is asymmetric with respect to the

cyclone eye. In the case of anticyclonic eddies, the asym-

metric effect is increased because the relay is rendered

more difficult by mixed layer deepening (upwelling is

limited to deeper levels). On the contrary for cyclonic

eddies, the relay is almost as efficient in the cyclone eye as

onthe strong cyclone side because upwelling reaches

shallower levels. Overall, eddies slightly increase storm-

induced cooling compared to the neutral case (albeit not

significantly so), because cyclonic eddies are slightly more

frequent than anticyclonic eddies and also because the

cooling tendency of cyclonic eddies is larger than its lim-

itation by anticyclonic eddies.

The eddy feedback effect on storm intensity is consistent

with the cooling patterns, showing a significant decrease

(increase) of central pressure for TCs crossing over anti-

cyclonic (cyclonic) eddies. The amplitude of central pres-

sure anomalies is relatively small (about 2 hPa �C-1).

Recall that the largest sensitivity of storm intensity to SST

cooling is highly nonlinear showing significant values

only for strong coolings associated with strong TCs

(15 hPa �C-1). Here, the sensitivity to eddy effects is given

for all combined TCs, which are considerably more

numerous in the weak categories. The sensitivity for

stronger TCs is thus expected to be much larger but the

signal to noise ratio decreases for extreme events.

8 TC intensification

Finally, we investigate the evolution of TCs along their

track, i.e., their life cycle of initialization, intensification,

maturity and decay phases. For simplicity, we only consider

strong TCs ([27 m s-1), and two regions of interest: the

Coral Sea region in the west characterized by shallow

oceanic mixed layer and the warm pool region in the

northeast with warmer SST and deeper oceanic mixed layer.

The life cycle of moderate cyclones is similar in the coupled

and forced simulations and in both regions. However for

strong TCs, there is a clear regional modulation. Note that

coupled TCs have a shorter lifetime in average (strong TCs)

than forced ones: 7.8 days instead of 8.8 days compared

with 8.2 days in the observations (see Table 2). In Fig. 14,

the lifetime of forced and coupled TC composites are re-

scaled according to their respective mean values.

The composite cyclone evolution along its track (Sect.

2.6) is first illustrated by its central pressure in Fig. 14a, b.

In the Coral Sea, the forced composited cyclone can reach

higher intensity, while in the warm pool region, forced and

coupled models experience similar TC evolution.

SST evolution (Fig. 14c, d) shows continuous cooling

along the composite cyclone tracks, illustrating the general

southward storm migration where ambient water becomes

increasingly cold. In the Coral Sea, cooling by strong TCs

adds up to the change of ambient SST, limiting the inten-

sification process in the coupled model. In the warm pool

region, coupled cyclogenesis occurs on warmer waters and

the along-track cooling rate is weaker during the intensi-

fication phase than in the Coral Sea. These two features

lead to a greater supply of latent heat to the intensifying

cyclone (Fig. 14f) and thus act as a natural selection pro-

cess for maintaining the presence of strong coupled

cyclones. Note that the latent heat supply rapidly falls

down because of TC migration to colder waters and TC-

induced SST cooling (Fig. 14c–f).

These results are indicative of the factors that control the

rate of intensification in the model. Even tough latent heat

supply from warm waters are needed for cyclogenesis,

storm evolution from intensification to mature and decaying

phases is uncorrelated with instantaneous SST and surface

heat flux, even in the forced model. SST decreases contin-

uously during the intensification process and the decrease of

latent heat flux starts two days before the decaying process.

Therefore, tropical cyclones are not adjusted to the inner

core surface fluxes, contrarily to the assumption made in

Table 4 Ocean mixed layer heat budget (integrated from day �10 to the time of maximum cooling) under TCs as they cross over cyclonic and

anticyclonic eddies (�C)

Rate Vmix Vadv Hadv Forc Hmix Entr

Cyclonic eddies -1.55 -0.23 -1.03 0.18 -0.72 -0.02 0.26

Anticyclonic eddies -0.85 -0.06 -0.45 0.11 -0.69 -0.01 0.26

The budget terms are: Rate, the time rate of change; Vmix, vertical mixing; Vadv, vertical advection; Hadv, horizontal advection; Forc, surface

forcing; Hmix, horizontal mixing; and Entr, entrainment
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thermodynamic paradigms of TC intensification. This

findings are consistent with the idealized experiment pre-

sented by Montgomery et al. (2009). Using both mesoscale

and cloud-scale atmospheric models, the authors investigate

the sensitivity of vortex intensification by capping the wind

speed effect on latent and sensible heat fluxes in the bulk-

aerodynamic formulae (i.e., surface fluxes are unaffected

by wind speed past a certain threshold). In this case, the

WISHE instability mechanisms involving mutual feedback

between surface fluxes and tangential velocity in the core

region is shut down. Yet, final storm intensity is only

weakly modified and the characteristics of vortex evolution

are otherwise unaffected. Smith et al. (2009) in a compan-

ion paper show that vortex spin-up is largely controlled by

frictional convergence that has the dual role of moistening

the core region (providing latent heat to the warm core

aloft) and increasing tangential winds by conserving abso-

lute angular momentum (the dynamical role of the boundary

layer). They conclude that surface fluxes affect the final

storm intensity but are unessential to the instability mech-

anism. In our case also, the along-track decrease of ambient

SST and storm-induced cooling reduces the final storm

intensity but poorly affects its evolution pattern. On the

contrary, both inner-core surface humidity (Fig. 14g, h) and

humidity convergence (not shown) are correlated with storm

intensity.

Following Wada (2009), we computed the time accumu-

lation of surface heat fluxes (Fig. 15), a measure of the

accumulated upper-ocean heat content transported in the

eyewall and released in the adiabatic heating process. It

shows a much better relation with the timing of coupling

effect. The cut-off point where the coupled model accumu-

lated heat flux is lower than that of the forced model corre-

sponds to a change in storm intensity between the two

simulations. In the Coral Sea, this point is between day 2 and

3 and nearly coincides with the moment when intensification

shows the effect of coupling; in the warm pool, it lies in the

decaying phase at day 6. In all cases, coupled cyclones decay

faster than forced ones (explaining the mean difference in life

duration) but the secondary circulation appears as a mediator

of storm reaction to changes in surface fluxes.

All that supports the notion that the evaporation-wind

feedback process is not essential to intensification, imply-

ing delayed SST effect on storm intensity. It would explain

that realistic model applications tend to produce lower SST

feedback effects than predicted from thermodynamic and

gradient-wind balance assumptions alone.

9 Summary and discussion

In this study, we present and analyze the first long-term,

regional coupled simulation of the South Pacific cyclonic

activity. The coupled modeling system is state-of-the-art

and applied for mesoscale resolution (35 km grid mesh

size). 20 years of simulation (1979–1999) and about 160

tropical cyclones provide some statistical reliability that is

generally missing in event studies. The modeled cyclonic

activity is characterized by its environmental conditions,

by the structure of TCs, their spatial and intensity distri-

butions, and air–sea exchanges that control their intensity.

We first checked the model skills in reproducing the

observed regional atmospheric and oceanic climate, in

particular the SPCZ position generally poorly represented

in global models. The model was also shown to produce

realistic tropical cyclones and magnitude of storm-induced

surface cooling. This validation stage allowed us to pro-

ceed with the statistical analysis of TC–ocean interaction in

the South Pacific.

The environmental conditions of cyclogenesis evaluated

with the CYGP genesis index gives a stronger probability of

cyclogenesis in the Coral Sea region. Cyclogenesis distri-

bution in the forced simulation closely follows the CYGP

pattern but the coupled model solution is closer to the

observed distribution where cyclogenesis spreads further

eastward in the warm pool area. This is the first reported

evidence of air–sea coupling impact on cyclogenesis spatial

distribution. It indicates that cyclogenesis indices must

account for subsurface ocean features (not only SST) for

proper prediction. The intensity distribution and average

number of TCs is also better represented in the coupled than

in the forced model arguing again for a significant role

played by oceanic feedback on cyclonic activity. This

feedback effect increases with storm intensity.

The composite study of coupling mechanisms revealed

that storm-induced SST cooling leads to a mean decrease in

air–sea fluxes of 70 W m�2 for the latent heat flux,

10 W m�2 for the sensible heat flux and 5 W m�2 for long-

wave upward radiation. Ocean dynamics at multiple scales

are able to modulate these numbers by their control of

surface stratification. The shallow MLD of the Coral Sea

associated with the regional anticyclonic gyre circulation is

favorable to strong SST cooling and negative feedback

effect on storm intensity. On the other hand, the thickness

of salinity barrier layers in the warm pool is a limiting

factor of storm-induced SST cooling and thus promote TC

intensification. Even mesoscale ocean eddies that are

mostly generated in the Coral Sea (as opposed to the warm

Fig. 14 TC life cycle composite constructed from 400-km cross-track

averages of TC characteristics in the forced and coupled models. Only

strong TCs with wind speed [27 m s�1 are considered. a, b TC

central pressure (hPa); c, d SST (�C); e, f latent heat flux (W m�2); g,

h specific humidity at 2 m (g kg�1). The results are for the Coral Sea

region on the left and warm pool region on the right. Dashed (solid)

curves are for the forced (coupled) model. The standard error of the

mean (at 90 % confidence) is presented in shades of grey

b
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pool) may have a residual negative effect that would

accentuate the regional differences between the two

regions. These environmental factors all contribute to

spread the cyclogenesis distribution eastward by limiting

the recruitment of TCs in the Coral Sea (from the large

pool of mesoscale vortices) and to restrict intensification of

the strongest storms.

Our results quantify the sensitivity of storm intensity to

SST cooling. It is highly nonlinear, i.e., weak for weak SST

cooling and about 15 hPa �C-1 for strong cooling above

1 �C. These numbers are in the range of previous realistic

case studies (Table 1; Bender et al. 1993; Bender and Ginis

2000), but much lower than theoretical estimations

(Table 1; Holland 1997; Schade 2000). The difference may

be understood through the paradigms proposed for TC

intensification. The underlying paradigm behind theoretical

estimations of SST feedback effects is the evaporation-

wind feedback process (WISHE; Emanuel 1986). WISHE

requires that storm intensity be directly restricted by the

magnitude of surface heat and moisture fluxes in the core

region (Craig and Gray 1996). The axisymmetric model of

Emanuel(1986) assumed gradient-wind and hydrostatic

balance everywhere, thus precluding unbalanced dynamics

such as radial convergence in the lower troposphere and

boundary layer (predicted by the Sawyer-Eliassen equation

of secondary circulation). Our results contradict this para-

digm by showing a lack of correlation between storm

intensification and surface fluxes. This is similar to the

experiment of vortex evolution with capped fluxes

(Montgomery et al. 2009). The effect of SST is thus not

instantaneous but accumulated over time within the inner

core of the cyclone. Macro-scale processes, particularly the

role of radial advection in the boundary layer and lower

free troposphere must be accounted for (Smith et al. 2009).

Radial convergence has a dual role in moistening the

core region and increasing its tangential speed through

absolute angular momentum conservation (Fig. 6f). Sur-

face friction provides both an intense radial flow that fuels

the storm engine and a competing dissipation mechanism.

Further studies should thus focus more importantly in the
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parametrization of surface momentum fluxes and boundary

layer dynamics (as also discussed in Nolan et al. 2009).

It is generally argued (see Craig and Gray 1996) that the

choice of convection scheme in mesoscale models would

determine the time scale of convection and thus the

instability mechanisms for storm intensification. In our

model, cumulus convection appears more affected by

coupling than macro-scale circulation (Fig. 16). This is

consistent with the work of Wada (2009) using a cloud-

resolving model coupled with a slab mixed-layer ocean

model. In cloud-resolving models, cumulus convection

during the early intensification phase is organized as

intense eyewall mesovortices. They play a crucial role in

the vertical transfer of heat and moisture before merger and

axisymmetrisation result in an annular ring of vorticity.

Similarly to our findings, SST feedback in Wada (2009) is

essentially effective againstmesovortices (represented as

sub-grid scale convective processes in our case) but has a

poor effect on macro-scale dynamics. The author concludes

that coupling effects are different at various stages of

intensification. Interestingly, it is also the accumulation of

upper-ocean heat content, not instantaneous surface fluxes,

that affects TC intensity in this coupled cloud-resolving

experiment.

In mesoscale models, it is conceivable that convection

schemes with faster adjustment leading to more efficient

adiabatic heating would increase the response of intensifi-

cation rate to surface heat fluxes. We tested the Kain–

Fritsch scheme (see Jourdain et al. 2011), which increases

the ratio of subgrid- to grid-scale precipitation during TC

intensification. We found a general degradation of model

results for both the large-scale conditions (SPCZ dynamics)

and TC activity (largely overestimated cyclogenesis num-

ber). We thus believe that our original modeling setup

provides the most realistic results.

Even though our model suggests a lower range of SST

feedback effect than predicted by theory, this effect

remains significant on the statistics of cyclonic activity. It

confirm the suggestions made from idealized model or case

studies that the negative feedback appears stronger for

regions where intensity potential is larger, MLD is smaller,

barrier layers are thiner or absent. Vincent et al. (2012b)

propose a Cooling Inhibition index (CI) based on these

multiple quantities. It is intended for evaluating the

potential coupling impact on TC intensity, genesis and

intensification rate. However, beyond the known effect on

TC intensity, we show that coupling has also an effect on

the yearly cyclogenesis number as more TCs are produced

in the forced model. We suggest that among the large pool

of mesoscale vortices generated during the cyclonic season

in the SPCZ, even a small effect of SST feedback would

impact the recruitment of named TCs.

Other characteristics of cyclonic activity appear less

affected by SST feedback. The effect on storm tracks

suggested by Bender et al. (1993) as a result of alteration of

the beta drift (due to weakening of the tangential flow) is

not apparent in our results. Specific analysis may be

required to extract this information. There is a clear cou-

pling effect, however, on the TC life time of strong events

which is shorter in average in the coupled model and closer

to observations (Table 2). On the effect of translation

speed, as pointed out in Jullien et al. (2012), South Pacific

TCs are generally fast moving storms with Froude numbers

(ratio of TC translation speed to the first baroclinic mode

phase speed of near-inertial oscillations) usually[1 (about

2 in the mean, corresponding to a mean TC translation

speed of about 4 m s�1). Low Fr numbers are accidental

along cyclone tracks and their effect are embedded in the

composites. The general effect of storm translation is to

reduce SST cooling in the inner-core by about half its

maximum value in the outer region. Therefore, the high

maximum values of SST cooling (up to 5–6 �C) in TC

wakes sometimes observed in satellite images (and repro-

duced in our model) are spectacular but generally not rel-

evant to the TC-ocean coupling problem.

Arguably, the mechanisms of TC intensification

revealed in this regional study are essentially generic. They

are very consistent with idealized cloud-resolving model

studies. The presence and characteristics of mixed layers,

barrier layers and oceanic eddies may vary in other

cyclogenesis basins but not to the point of radically

changing our results.
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Finally, we have neglected the role of surface gravity

waves. In case studies, age wave factors have shown to

apply sensitivity to storm intensity of order 5 hPa in strong

events (Doyle 2002), which is in the lower range of the

SST feedback effect. The representation of the bulk effect

of sea spray is also of particular interest (Bao et al. 2000)

but will require higher model resolution for producing

extreme wind conditions.
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